
From: Al Khamsa Board of Directors
Subject: Notice of Roster Proposal for Vote at 2008 Convention

The Al Khamsa bylaws state that a proposal to add horses to the Al Khamsa Roster requires that the motion be made to the President by November 1 of the year prior to the first vote, by November 10 to the full Board, and 30-60 days prior to the annual meeting to those who will attend and vote at the annual meeting. This notice is meant to fulfill the third requirement, before the October 24–26, 2008 annual meeting and convention in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

The Board will vote whether or not to approve the proposal and send it on to those present and voting at the annual meeting. If the proposal passes both of these steps, it will be voted on for a second time at the 2009 annual meeting. This is a difficult process, and it is meant to be difficult in order to protect the Al Khamsa Roster.

This is an unusual Roster Proposal, in that there are very likely none of these horses present in otherwise eligible pedigrees in North America at the current time. There is a precedent.

In 1986, Al Khamsa approved a proposal that, for the record, contained horses that had been included in the Blue Catalog or were otherwise well documented but were lost in North America by the time Al Khamsa began in 1975. Thus the Rogers imports from Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, the Raswan/Zietarski imports to Poland and Hungary in 1931, the Davenport import *Euphrates and the Blunt import Meshura (BLT) were all officially given Al Khamsa status. Since 1986, some imports and new additions voted to the Roster have brought some of these horses back into representation in modern Al Khamsa pedigrees.

The Database Committee, under the leadership of Sara Jones, is working to identify and catalog everything that ever was an Al Khamsa horse, and was then lost. It is a vast job, but when completed, will enable the serious researcher to identify the Al Khamsa percentage in a given modern Arabian horse, something that is not possible now.

Jeanne Craver has moved that the following Babolna-bred horses be approved as ancestors of Al Khamsa horses:

3 Siglavy Bagdady VI
*238 Kuhaylan Zaid-8
*240 Koheilani VIII-5
*Sigleilani

There are otherwise eligible descendants from 3 Siglavy Bagdady VI or her parents in Europe, in combination with Al Khamsa lines. The three imports to the USA are gone, and are identified “for the honor of the thing.”

An international group of people is helping with the assembly of documentation, and without their assistance, this would not be possible. A list of all Foundation Horses and their descendants that connect the Foundation Horses to the more modern horses can be found at the following link: http://alkhamsa.org/site/rosterproposal.pdf

If you have any questions, please contact Jeanne Craver at mowarda@aol.com.
THE BABOLNA NAMING SYSTEM

Each horse at Babolna received its sire’s name, followed by an Arabic number that indicates foaling order in that particular year. Gender is not indicated. (Example: Ghalion–14) When a stallion joins the stallion battery, a Roman numeral indicating order of entry into service of his sire’s sons replaces his Arabic foaling number. (Example: Farag III) When a mare enters the broodmare band, she retains her Arabic foaling number, but she gains a broodmare number which is Arabic and precedes her name. (Example: 26 Ibn Galal-15) The broodmare numbers are re-assigned to upcoming fillies when mares die or are sold. It is possible, under this system, to have different horses with the same name. It is also possible for the same horse to have a change of name. At Weil a different procedure was followed. Foals often received the name of their sire or dam, depending on gender, with a Roman numeral following the name. (Examples: Czebessie V, Bournu II) Sometimes a name was repeated with a birthdate attached as an identifier. (Example: Amurath 1829 and Amurath 1881) At times a name is used without the modifiers and the context is expected to provide the final determination between horses of the same name.
New Foundation Horses Represented in this Proposal:

Abdul Aziz, shown at right
1863 grey stallion, bred in the desert and presented by
Ottoman Sultan Abdul Aziz to a member of the retinue of
Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph upon the opening of the
Suez Canal in 1869. Purchased 1870 for Babolna by Maj.
Friedrich Mayteni, transferred 1873 to Mezohegyes Stud
(Mezohegyes being the parent stud of Babolna).
References: Wrangel, Kwiatkowski, Raswan Index #65, cor-
rections #18, Guttman, Fahlgren, Wrangel, Hecker
Sire of 23 Abdul Aziz

60 Adjube
1876 grey mare by a Kuhaylan Ajuz out of a “Schecha,”
imported in 1885 by Gen. Michael Haddad (Fadlalah) to
Babolna. Also spelled Adjuse.
References: Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Wrangel, Hecker,
Finke/Sannek—purchased from the Saba’ah,
Raswan Index #187
   Dam of 37 Jussuf
   Dam of 43 Jussuf

Aghil Aga
1850 brown stallion, Kuhaylan Ajuz of the Ruwalah,
imported in 1857 by Col. von Brudermann to Babolna.
Exported to Slawuta in 1866. Moved to Branicki 1873–4.
References: Kwiatkowski, Finke/Sannek, Raswan Index
#239 and #240, corrections #71, Guttman, Fahlgren, Wrang-
el, Hecker
   Sire of 77 Aghil Aga
   Sire of 113 Aghil Aga

Bagdad, shown below
1837 grey stallion, Shuwayman Sbah of the Shammar,
imp. 1840 to Lwow by Gliocho, where purchased by Count
Dzieduszycki for Jarczowce.
References: Kwiatkowski, Skorkowski, Raswan Index
#1109, Guttman, Fahlgren, Hecker
   Sire of Bagdady, also called Beni Bagdad or Pielgrzym

96 Dahama
1853 grey Saqlawi mare by “Dahama” out of 52 Obajan
Siglavy. Imported in utero in 1852 to Babolna by Major
von Gottschligg.
References: Fahlgren, Kwiatkowski, Raswan Index #1798—
shows as db, by an Abayyan out of a Saqlawi, Guttman
Dam of 23 Abdul Aziz

212 Delilah, shown below
1893 bay mare by a Ma’anaqi out of an Abayyah, bred by
the Saba’ah, imported in 1902 from Hazaim Pasha (deputy
military commander in Bagdad, brother-in-law to Sultan
Abdul Hamid, and a breeder of Arabian horses) to Babolna
by Gen. Haddad.
References: Haddad, Kwiatkowski, Hecker
   Dam of 4 Hadban I

El Delemi
1848 grey stallion, a Saqlawi Jidran by a Wadnan Khirsan,
from the Anazah. Imported 1860 (1861?) by Prince Ahren-
berg from Cairo for 400 gold pounds to Babolna. (Appar-
ently the purchase was made at the auction of Abbas Pasha
stock.) In 1866 transferred to Mezohegyes. Babolna stud
book states that he was the model of a true Arabian.
References: Kwiatkowski, Finke/Sannek, Raswan Index
#2370, Guttman, Fahlgren, Wrangel, Hecker
   Sire of 61 El Delemi 1865
186 Fatme
1899 chestnut Abayyah mare, imported in 1905 to the Radautz Stud by Horsemaster Wenzel Wolf from Syria. Used until sold in 1915.
 References: Kwiatkowski, Brabenetz, Fahlgren, Hecker
 Dam of Amurath II

139 Gazale
1846 chestnut or bay mare, Hadbah Inzihi strain of the Anazah “al Jalass” and imported in 1857 to Babolna by Col. von Brudermann.
 References: Kwiatkowski, Wrangel, Hecker, Raswan Index #2889
 Dam of 2 Gazale Scheria

2 Gazale Scheria
1857 chestnut mare, imported in utero in 1857 with 139 Gazale to Babolna by Col. von Brudermann.
 References: Kwiatkowski, Raswan Index #2890
 Dam of 126 Mahmoud Mirza

Gazella, shown below
1840 grey Kuhaylat Ajuz mare of the Qumusa Saba’ah. Imp. 1845 to Jarczowce by Count Dzieduszycki.
 References: Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker, Raswan Index #2892, Guttman
 Dam of Bagdady, also called Beni Bagdad or Pielgrzym

Gazlan
1840 grey Kuhaylan Tamri stallion of the Wuld Ali, sired by a Hamdani Simri, imported to Lipizza in 1852 by Gottschlieg.
 References: Antunovics, Kwiatkowski, Raswan Index #2921, Guttman, Fahlgren, Brabenzet
 Sire of Gazlan 1864

Gidrane
1840 chestnut Saqlawi Jidran mare, imported to Lipizza in 1843 from Egypt by Baron Herbert.
 References: Skorkowski, Wrangel, Schiele, Raswan Index #3062—dates incorrectly to 1823, Guttman, Kwiatkowski
 Dam of Groczana

87 Glule
1852 grey Ma’anaqiyah mare of the Wuld Ali, imported in 1857 to Babolna by Col. von Brudermann.
 References: Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Wrangel, Hecker, Raswan Index #3073
 Dam of 62 Hamad

Hadban
 References: Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker
 Sire of Hadban I

Hamad
 References: Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Wrangel, Hecker, Raswan Index #3367
 Sire of 62 Hamad

Hamdani Semri
 References: PASB I, Kwiatkowski, Hecker
 Sire of 21 Hamdani Semri
 Sire of 42 Hamdani Semri

Kismet
1906 chestnut Kuhaylan stallion, probably bred by Prince Ahmad Pasha Kamal of Egypt. Obtained from Yusuf Pasha Kamal, who inherited his father’s horses 1907-8. Imported to Babolna from Egypt by 1915.
 References: Kwiatkowski, Hungarian Pedigree for Siglavy Bagdady VI
 Sire of 16 Kismet

81 Koheila
 References: Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Wrangel, Hecker, Raswan Index #5262—calls honey colored
 Dam of 4 O’Bajan

Koheil Aguse, shown below
1840 grey mare imported to Weil by von Hugel from Abbas Pasha in Egypt.
 References: Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, von Hugel, Raswan Index #5257—bought of Sami Pasha (El Hami Pasha, son of Abbas Pasha?) and brought to Weil 1852.
 Dam of Saida II
Koheilan Adjuze
1876 Kuhaylan Ajuz stallion of the Saba’ah, by a “Stam” (Jilfan). Imported in 1885 to Babolna by Gen. Haddad.
References: Guttman, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Wrangel, Hecker
Sire of Koheilan II

Koheilan Raschid, shown below
1897 bay stallion by a Kuhaylan Muradi out of a Kuhaylan Ajuz, from Ibn Rashid of the Shammar, purchased from Rashid Pasha, the Qaimaqam of Najaf and imported in 1902 to Babolna by Gen. Haddad.
References: Haddad, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker; Raswan Index #5296—incorrect
Sire of 38 Koheilan Raschid
Sire of 112 Koheilan Raschid

Kuhaylan Haifi, accepted 1986 - shown below
References: Raswan Index #5407—al Aouad was of the Muntifiq, Guttman, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren
Sire of Kuhaylan Haifi I

Kuhaylan Zaid, accepted 1986 - shown below
1925 (1923?) bay Kuhaylan Al Ziyad stallion by a Kuhaylan Abu Junub. Imported 1931 to Babolna by Col. Bogdan Zietarski (manager of Prince Sanguszko’s stud at Gumni-ska) and Carl Raswan. Last foals born 1944.
References: Raswan Index #5415, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker
Sire of 207 Kuhaylan Zaid
Sire of 221 Kuhaylan Zaid
Sire of *231 Kuhaylan Zaid-8

Mersuch, shown below
1898 grey stallion by “Schmed,” a Kuhaylan out of a Ham-daniyah Simri mare, bred by Hazaim Pasha (deputy military commander in Bagdad, brother-in-law to Sultan Abdul Hamid, and a breeder of Arabian horses) and imported in 1902 to Babolna by Gen. Haddad
References: Haddad, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker; Antunovics—in the stud of “Chasin” Pasha
Sire of Mersuch I

Sire of 207 Kuhaylan Zaid
Sire of 221 Kuhaylan Zaid
Sire of *231 Kuhaylan Zaid-8

Sire of Mersuch I
39 Nedjmee
1849 grey mare, Kuhaylat Umm Urqub from Najd, imported in 1857 to Babolna by Col. von Brudermann.
References: Skorkowski, Guttman, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker, Raswan Index #7280, #7283—incorrectly has as stallion
   Dam of 30 Bagdady

O’Bajan, shown below, aged c28
1880 black stallion, Ma’anaqi Shaili, sired by an Abayyan, bred by the Saba’ah, Imp. 1885 to Babolna by Gen. Haddad. Died 1910. Edouard al-Dahdah says was owned by the Dandashi family of landowners and Arabian breeders in western Syria.
References: Antunovics, Fahlgren, Hecker, Raswan Index #7500, Guttman
   Sire of 4 O’Bajan
   Sire of 14 O’Bajan
   Sire of 22 O’Bajan
   Sire of 41 O’Bajan
   Sire of 124 O’Bajan

52 Obajan Siglavy
1845 grey mare, Saqlawi, bred by the Fid’an Anazah, near Balad el Sagur, Syria. Imp. 1852 to Babolna by Major von Gottschligg with 96 Dahama (by ‘Dahama’) in utero. Died 1859 of ruptured bowel.
References: Fahlgren, Kwiatkowski, Raswan Index #7521
   Dam of 96 Dahama

Saida II
1852 mare imported in utero to Weil by von Hugel from Abbas Pasha in Egypt, by “Dzibak” out of Koheil Aguse
References: Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren
   Dam of Kobi

Schechan Shammar, shown below
1896 bay or chestnut stallion by a Kuhaylan Ajuz out of “Schecha-Gehelt” or “Schecha-Djililfe,” purchased from the Shammar and imp. 1902 to Babolna by Gen. Haddad.
References: Haddad, Guttman, Fahlgren, Hecker, Kwiatkowski, Raswan Index corrections #1373—“Schecha-Gehelt El-Adjuz”
   Sire of Donka
   Sire of 84 Schechan Schammar

214 Scherife, shown below
1894 (1896?) grey mare by a Saqlawi out of “Gehelt el Scherif” (Kuhaylan al-Sharif), bred by the Shammar, purchased from Hazaim Pasha (deputy military commander in Bagdad, brother-in-law to Sultan Abdul Hamid, and a breeder of Arabian horses) and imported in 1902 to Babolna by Gen. Haddad.
References: Haddad, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker, Guttman, Raswan Index #9632, corrections #1375
   Dam of 10 Gazal
143 Schmed
1850 dark bay mare, Ma’anaqiyah, bred by the Wuld Ali, imported in 1857 to Babolna by Col. von Brudermann.
References: Kwiatkowski, Hecker, Raswan Index #9237
Dam of 77 Aghil Aga

216 Semrie, shown below
1896 Kuhaylat Umm Urqub mare, imported in 1902 to Babolna by Gen. Haddad.
References: Skorkowski, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker
Dam of Siglavy Bagdady II

Tadmor
1836 grey stallion, bred by the Ruwalah, imported in 1843 by Baron von Herbert from Egypt to Lipizza. Transferred 1857 to Babolna.
References: Raswan Index #10250—says must have been an Abbas Pasha horse, Finke/Sannek—says Kuhaylan Ajuz ibn Rodan, foaled 1834, db
Sire of Groczana

Some Ancestors:

Siglavy Bagdady, shown below
1895 grey stallion, a Saqlawi Jidran by a Saqlawi, bred by the Ruwalah, purchased from Hazaim Pasha and imported in 1902 to Babolna by Gen. Haddad.
References: Antunovics, Kwiatkowski, Fahlgren, Hecker, Raswan Index #9812, Guttman
Sire of Siglavy Bagdady II
Sire of 3 Siglavy Bagdady

Koheilan VIII
Koheilan IV
Kohejlanka
Pedigree Index Additions for the Four Proposed Horses:

(bred by BABOLNA unless otherwise stated, blue are lines already included in Al Khamsa, bold are Foundation Horses)

23 Abdul Aziz, 1873 gm (Abdul Aziz/96 Dahama)
77 Aghil Aga, 1858 km (Aghil Aga/143 Schmed)
113 Aghil Aga, 1862 cm (Aghil Aga/104 Koreischan)
35 Amurath II, 1907 bs (Amurath 1881/186 Fatme) RADAUTZ

Amurath-Bairactar, 1867 gs, (Amurath 1855/Kobi) WEIL
38 Amurath Bairactar, 1877 gm (Amurath-Bairactar/22 Mahmoud Mirza)
Amurath Sahib, 1932 gs (35 Amurath II/Sahiba) BRENIOW
25 Amurath Sahib, 1952 gm (Amurath Sahib/221 Kuhaylan Zaid)

Bagdady (Pielgrzym), 1851 gs (Bagdad/Gazella) JARCZOWCE
30 Bagdady, 1865 gm (Bagdady/39 Nedjmee)
Donka (Schechan Schammar-3), 1910 gm (Schechan Schammar/80 Koheilan II)

61 El Delemi, 1865 gm (El Delemi/77 Aghil Aga)
35 Gazal, 1898 gs (Gazlan I/22 O'Bajan)
5 Gazal, 1912 gm (Gazal/112 Koheilan Raschid)
10 Gazal, 1910 gm (Gazlan/2214 Scherife)
20 Gazal, 1883 brm (Gazlan/84 Schechan Schammar)
Gazlan, 1864 bs (Gazlan/Groczana) LIPIZZA
24 Gazlan, 1885 gm (Gazlan 1864/126 Mahmoud Mirza)
20 Gazlan, 1883 gm (Gazlan 1864/38 Amurath Bairactar)
24 Gazlan, 1885 bs (Gazlan 1864/66 Jussuf)
153 Gazlan, 1881 gm (Gazlan 1864/23 Abdul Aziz)
Gazlan I, 1881 bs (Gazlan 1864/66 Jussuf)
5 Gazlan I, 1896 bs (Gazlan I/4 O'Bajan)
Groczana, 1852 cm (Tadmor/Gidrane) LIPIZZA

62 Hamad, 1861 gm (Hamad/87 Glule)
21 Hamdani Semri, 1902 gm (Hamdani Semri/43 Jussuf)
42 Hamdani Semri, 1903 cm (Hamdani Semri/14 O'Bajan)

Kobi, 1860 gm (Kobi/87 Glule)
21 Koheilan II, 1887 gs (Koheilan II/91 Jussuf)
80 Koheilan II, 1905 gm (Koheilan II/41 O'Bajan)
Koheilan IV, 1904 gs (Koheilan IV/124 O'Bajan)
8 Koheilan IV, 1923 gm (Koheilan IV/17 Mersuch I)
23 Koheilan IV, 1913 gm (Koheilan IV/21 Hamdani Semri)
24 Koheilan IV, 1917 gm (Koheilan IV/38 Koheilan Raschid)
Koheilan VIII, 1922 gs (Koheilan IV/10 Gazal)
38 Koheilan Raschid, 1903 gm (Koheilan Raschid/43 Jussuf)
112 Koheilan Raschid, 1903 gm (Koheilan Raschid/216 Semrie)

More Ancestors:
84 Schechan Schammar, 1904 bm (Schechan Schammar/5 Gazlan I)
Selim, 1896 gs (Amurath 1881/Selma) WEIL
Selma, 1883 gm (Amurath 1881/Selma) WEIL
3 Siglavy Bagdady, 1915 gm (Siglavy Bagdady/42 Hamdani Semri)
Siglavy Bagdady II, 1908 gs (Siglavy Bagdady/216 Semrie)
11 Siglavy Bagdady II, 1925 gm (Siglavy Bagdady II/23 Koheilan IV)
Siglavy Bagdady IV, 1928 gs (Siglavy Bagdady II/16 Kismet)
Siglavy Bagdady V, 1939 gs (Siglavy Bagdady IV/207 Kuhaylan Zaid)
Siglavy Bagdady VI, 1949 gs (Siglavy Bagdady V/250 Kuhaylan Haifi I)

Amurath 1881

Amurath Sahib

Jussuf 1869
**More Ancestors:**

Siglavy Bagdady V

Siglavy Bagdady VI, aged

25 Amurath Sahib (Amurath Sahib/221 Kuhaylan Zaid)

**Some Descendants:**

Wahhabit, by Siglavy Bagdady VI out of Delicate Air (Laertes/June), as an aged horse. Photo Kerstin Koppchen

Farag II by Farag (EAO) out of 25 Amurath Sahib

225 Seherezade B, 1991 chestnut mare by Ibn Galal III out of 220 Ibn Galal I, out of 20 Farag, out of 25 Amurath Sahib